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CCH® Accounting Research Manager®

Revenue Recognition Implementation Tool

Since FASB issued Accounting Standards Update No. 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers, 
in May 2014, implementation of the new standards has been a daunting challenge for many accounting 
professionals. Once you have identified a contract, the CCH ARM™ Revenue Recognition Tool provides 
guidance for the implementation of FASB ASC Topic 606. The Tool uses a decision tree approach to guide you 
step by step through the process of implementing or evaluating the implementation of the new standard.
Taking the guesswork out of revenue recognition is one more in a long list of ways CCH Accounting Research 
Manager provides results with meaningful context and interpretive guidance linked with authoritative 
content — so you can simplify your research without sacrificing the complete expert perspective.

You can save or change your 
selections as needed.

You’ll answer a series of  
“yes/no” or “select all that 
apply” questions to complete 
each module.  

Start by selecting the modules 
and submodules that apply to 
the contract you are working on.
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Finally, of course, while certain of the work programs are applicable to any contract, others are applicable
only if the contract includes certain provisions.

Revenue Recognition Modules
The topic, application, unit of account, and frequency of update for each work program are described in the
tables below.

Module 1: Identify the Contract
Module 1 addresses the first step in the fivestep model  Identify the contract(s) with the customer.

Submodule # Topic Application Unit of
Account Frequency

1A.
Definition of Contract  If the definition
of a contract is not met, no revenue may be
recognized.

All contracts with
customers. Contract

Every period
until
definition met.
Again if
significant
changes.

1B.

Combining Contracts  Covers the
principles that govern whether two contacts
with the same or related parties should be
accounted for as one.

When multiple
contracts with the
same customer (or a
related party) exist.

Contract Inception

1C. Contract Modifications  This part of
Module 1 addresses contract modifications.

When a contract is
being modified. Contract Only upon

modification.

Module 2: Performance Obligations
Module 2 addresses the second step in the fivestep model  Identify the performance obligations in the
contract.

Submodule # Topic Application Unit of Account Frequency

2A.
Promises  Covers the identification of
promises in a contract to provide goods or
services to the customer.

All contracts. Contract Inception

2B.

Performance Obligations  Covers the
evaluation of whether promises or bundles of
promises are "distinct", with each "distinct"
promise or bundle constituting a
performance obligation.

Contracts with
multiple
promises of
goods and/or
services.

Promised good
or service (or
bundle of
promised goods
and services).

Inception

Module 3: Determine the Transaction Price
Module 3 addresses the third step in the fivestep model  Determining the transaction price.

Submodule # Topic Application Unit of
Account Frequency

3A. General  This part of Module 3 provides general
guidance related to the transaction price and

All contracts. Contract Every
period.

When the questions in the tools are answered, you can save or print a document that 
illustrates and documents the method used to implement the requirements of the new 
standard for each contract or class of contracts.

The decision path 
output summary 
is suitable to be 
provided to a 
supervisor, those 
charged with 
governance, or 
even an auditor 
as process 
documentation.


